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This inventive study concerns a systematic analysis of the translation techniques emerging in the 
Tell Fekheriyeh inscription from the ninth century BCE, which includes an Akkadian text and a 
parallel Aramaic version, also known as KAI 309. Authors C. L. Crouch and Jeremy M. Hutton 
selected this bilingual for their exploration, since other multilingual inscriptions comprising an 
Akkadian text and a version in a Northwest Semitic language are much more fragmentary. The 
Akkadian and Aramaic texts of the Tell Fekheriyeh inscription, written on a basalt statue, are quite 
long and have been preserved nearly completely. 

Tell Fekheriyeh, in northeastern Syria, bore the name Sikan in the time when the anthropomorphic 
statue with the inscription was manufactured. The statue represents Hadad-Yithʿi (“Hadad is my 
deliverance”), the governor of the adjacent city of Guzan, present-day Tell Ḥalaf. Guzan was the 
capital of an Assyrian province in which Aramaic was widely spoken. The Akkadian text occupies 
the governor’s skirt on the front side of the statue, while the back features the corresponding 
Aramaic text, with the last two lines inscribed underneath the Akkadian text on the front side. The 
prominent position of the Akkadian text is indicative of its relative importance. The Aramaic 
version seems to have been written immediately after the Akkadian text, while the statue was still 
being fashioned. 
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Thanks to their thorough comparison of the Akkadian and Aramaic versions of the text in chapters 
2–5, Crouch and Hutton can draw the conclusion that these versions correspond to a remarkably 
high degree and that the Akkadian text is the prototype on which the Aramaic version is based. 
With this result in mind, they assess in chapter 6 whether some Hebrew curses in Deut 28 can be 
regarded as translations of curses in the Succession Treaty of Esarhaddon. Furthermore, they 
meticulously compare sections of the Aramaic Sefire treaties with their purported source text, the 
Akkadian treaty of Aššur-nerari V with King Matiʾilu of Arpad. 

Chapter 1 briefly describes the earlier literature regarding the relationship between the Akkadian 
and Aramaic versions of the Tell Fekheriyeh inscription. These versions are quite similar, but one 
of the differences pertains to the references to the texts’ locations. According to the Aramaic 
version, Hadad-Yithʿi set up the statue for the god Hadad of Sikan, hoping that this god would 
reward him. The Akkadian text, however, locates Hadad’s residence in Guzan in the first half of 
the text and in Sikan in the second half. Another remarkable fact is that the second half suddenly 
starts with a new introduction, both in Akkadian and in Aramaic: “The image of Hadad-Yithʿi.…” 
Together with the description of Hadad-Yithʿi as the ruler only of Guzan in the first part of the 
text and as the ruler of Guzan, Sikan, and Azran in the second part, these features led scholars to 
distinguish two dissimilar sections, labeled A and B, and a multistage process of composition. With 
most other scholars, Crouch and Hutton assume that part A was copied from an earlier inscription 
and suppose that the Aramaic version of part A is a translation of the parallel Akkadian text. There 
is no consensus concerning the direction of translation in part B, with some scholars (Mario Fales, 
Laura Quick, etc.) suggesting that the two versions were composed simultaneously by a scribe who 
mastered both languages, while others argue that the Aramaic text of B was translated into 
Akkadian (Jonas Greenfield and Aaron Shaffer). Another theory proposes that the dialect of the 
Aramaic version of part B differs from the Aramaic dialect of part A. For instance, in part A the 
Aramaic text uses construct chains to indicate genitive relationships, while the Aramaic text of part 
B uses not only construct chains but also the particle יז  to express genitive relationships.  

In their analysis of the relationship between the Akkadian and Aramaic versions of part A and B, 
Crouch and Hutton employ the theoretical framework of “optimal translation” as developed by 
Hutton. This approach consists of a set of discovery procedures that allow users to establish to 
what extent a translation is faithful to the source text and to describe the divergences between 
translation styles with precision. To facilitate the comparison of the Akkadian and Aramaic texts 
of the Tell Fekheriyeh inscription, the authors divided them into relatively small grammatical units, 
with each unit corresponding with a single unit in the other version. 

Chapter 3 demonstrates that the similarity between the two versions of part A is tight. In some 
units of part A, each Akkadian element is represented by an element with the same semantic value 
in the Aramaic version. However, there are also some conspicuous differences that require an 
explanation. While part A commonly uses the third person for Hadad-Yithʿi, two phrases in the 
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Akkadian version use first-person suffixes to refer to him (“to hear my prayers, to accept the word 
of my mouth”). In Aramaic, those first-person suffixes are represented by third-person suffixes. 
The authors point out that here “deixis constancy” outranks “morphological identity.” Other 
deviations from the Akkadian version—such as the frequent addition of prepositions and the 
coordinating conjunction (–ו) or adjustments in lexical ordering—are due to the deviating 
conventions of Aramaic. Furthermore, the constraint of “semantic identity” is sometimes violated 
by other constraints. For instance, Aramaic ךלמ  “king” is not a semantic equivalent of the 
Akkadian counterpart šakin, “governor.” The authors assume that this deviation is due to the 
tendency to use “local titles rather than those imposed by external superordinate powers when 
designating a native political leader’s position” (80). This kind of systematic comparisons renders 
it possible to identify nearly the full set of operative translation constraints and to explain the few 
significant deviations. 

Chapter 5 describes the translation style of part B. As in part A, semantic identity appears to be a 
highly ranked constraint. Of course, it is sometimes difficult to establish whether a certain 
rendering bears the same semantic value as the word in source text. The authors readily admit this, 
for instance, when they classify the rendering of Akkadian unūte “objects” by Aramaic אינאמ  as a 
violation of the semantic identity constraint (154). They base their judgment on the usual 
translation of אינאמ  by “vessels” but acknowledge that the word’s semantic value may correspond 
more closely to the semantic value of its Akkadian counterpart (158). 

The other translation constraints that play a role in part A also appear to be important in part B. 
However, there are also some constraints that the translator privileged only in part B and not in 
part A. A conspicuous one emerges in the series of curses at the end of the text, directed against 
those who would remove Hadad-Yithʿi’s name. The Akkadian version of part B ends with relatively 
simple phrases: “may 100 ewes not satisfy a lamb.…” The Aramaic curses, however, are more 
extensive and have the character of futility curses: “and may 100 ewes nurse a lamb, but it not be 
satisfied.…” The authors argue convincingly that here the translator favored Northwest Semitic 
conventions over morphological identity and syntactic identity. With reference to the thorough 
studies of the Northwest Semitic futility curses by Laura Quick and others, they remark: “It is 
entirely possible—probable, even—that the Fekheriyeh translator was picking up an older treaty 
curse form from the wider Aramaic tradition” (166). 

Crouch and Hutton conclude that the Aramaic text of part B is a translation of the parallel 
Akkadian text, but one using a looser translation style than the Aramaic translation of part A. The 
priority of the Akkadian text is demonstrated by several conspicuous phenomena, including a 
discovery that could only be made thanks to their thorough analysis: the translation of the 
Akkadian source text appears to have been performed on limited units, at least once without taking 
the following part of the same Akkadian sentence into account. 
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By applying the optimal translation approach, Crouch and Hutton are able to reconstruct the 
inscription’s composition history with more certainty. They point out that the adherence to the 
Akkadian source text is only slightly less stringent in part B than in part A. The overlap is so great 
that they are tempted to assign both sections to the same translator. Eventually, however, the fact 
that Northwest Semitic conventions play a larger role in the translation of part B induces them to 
attribute the differences to two different moments of translation and to different translators. 
Additional differences, such as the use of יז  to express genitive relationships only in part B, are in 
tune with that conclusion, although their independent probative value is limited. 

This means that both the Akkadian and the Aramaic text of part A probably had been inscribed 
on an object in Guzan before the statue with the entire Tell Fekheriyeh inscription was 
manufactured. The Akkadian text of part A was composed first and then translated into Aramaic. 
Then the Akkadian text of part B was composed. Finally, the Akkadian text of part B was also 
translated into Aramaic. 

Chapter 6 evaluates other purported instances of translation from Akkadian into Northwest 
Semitic. First the authors assess the suggestion by Hans Ulrich Steymans and others that some 
curses in Deut 28 are Hebrew translations of curses in the Succession Treaty of Esarhaddon. Since 
their analysis discloses numerous violations of the translation constraints established by the Tell 
Fekheriyeh inscription, the authors conclude that the similarities are too vague to justify the use of 
the term translation. This corresponds with Crouch’s conclusion in earlier studies that Deuteronomy 
does not show traces of direct dependence upon the Succession Treaty of Esarhaddon. 

The other purported instance of translation from Akkadian into Northwest Semitic concerns the 
treaties with King Matiʾilu/Matiʿʾel of Arpad. The authors compare the fragmentary Assyrian 
treaty of Aššur-nerari V and his vassal Matiʾilu (754–753 BCE) with the fragmentary Aramaic 
Sefire treaty texts, at least two of which ratify an agreement imposed by a certain King Bar-Gaʾyah 
on Matiʿʾel (KAI 222–224; ca. 740 BCE). Their analyses of the correspondences demonstrate that 
in this case also that the similarities are only thematic and that the term translation is inappropriate 
for describing the relationships between the Akkadian and Aramaic texts. There is even no basis 
for regarding sections of the Sefire treaties as free renderings of phrases in the Assyrian treaty text. 

I expect that many scholars interested in early translation styles will soon notice the value of the 
methodological approach described in this book, despite its somewhat misleading title. Those who 
have compared the ancient Greek Bible translations or the Aramaic Targums with the text of the 
Hebrew Bible will immediately observe that the translation constraints emerging in the Tell 
Fekheriyeh inscription also play an important role in these old translations of the Bible. This was 
also explicitly demonstrated by Hutton himself in “Optimal Translation in LXX and Tg. Jon. of 1 
Samuel 1:1–5: Outline of a Comparative Theory of Translation Technique,” published in the 
volume Septuagint, Targum and Beyond (JSJSup 193, 2020, 101–28). Although the composition 
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and transmission history of the Septuagint and the Targums is more complex than the genesis of 
the Tell Fekheriyeh inscription, also there different strands can be distinguished by meticulously 
analyzing the many small-scale decisions made by the translators. Because of its broad applicability, 
I hope that the method outlined in this fascinating book will receive the attention it deserves. 


